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Sound Waves is a word study program designed to develop spelling, reading and  
writing skills using the phonemic approach.

The phonemic approach is recognised as one of the most effective ways to teach  
spelling and reading skills. When you use Sound Waves, you’re employing the most 
powerful teaching pedagogies for the development of literacy.

Sound Waves encourages students to learn to spell using the four areas of  
spelling knowledge:

• phonological – using sound-letter relationships

• visual – using memory of the visual features of a word

• morphological – using parts of words to build word families

• etymological – using word origins and derivations.

There are two separate Year 7 Sound Waves Scope and Sequence documents, one  
that provides weekly overviews of the concepts covered by the Sound Waves program  
and one that shows the Focus Concepts by the unit they are taught in. 

Both show in detail how spelling and language skills are introduced, taught and revised 
throughout the year. 

Scope and Sequence Year 7

Sound Waves 7 covers the following spelling and language concepts:

Singular and Plural Homophones Parts of Speech

Comparison Homographs Articles

Graphemes Verb Tense (Present and Past) Oxymorons

Word Building/Word Families Contractions Idioms

Word endings Spelling patterns Articles

Collective Nouns Suffixes Subject/Verb Agreement

Correct word usage/Vocabulary Prefixes Subject/Verb Relationship

Using a Dictionary Greek and Latin Roots Tautologies

Spoonerisms Compound Words Compound Verbs

Similes Antonyms Infinitives

Proverbs Syllables Ambiguous Headlines

Pronouns Synonyms Writing Questions

Adverbs Antonyms
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The Scope and Sequence document is an overview of the spelling and language 
concepts that are taught each week in the Sound Waves program.

Every concept is covered multiple times throughout the year to reinforce learning,  
and further developed through autonomous study using dictation based BLMs.

Let’s take the concept ‘Pronouns’ as an example. 

Pronouns is first introduced in Unit 9, and then continued through Units 10, 11, 
12, 17, 18, 19, 28, 29, 30 and 35.

So there you have it!
The Scope and Sequence document is not just a list of 
concepts that need to be taught to keep your classroom; 
it’s an overview of Sound Waves, a beautifully structured 
program that puts resources for you and your students right 
at your fingertips so you can spend your time teaching.

How to use this Scope and Sequence document

BLM WSS  Word Strip Sheet
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Silly Spelling 
Aim of the Game
Students use grapheme alternatives for different sounds.

What You’ll Need
a board and a marker

How to Play
1  Teacher writes a student’s name on the board, eg Cooper.2  Students suggest different spelling for the name, using alternative graphemes,  eg /k /ew /pp /a /.
3  Record each unique variation on the board and have students justify their choice of  graphemes. For example: ‘I used k as in kitten, ew as in grew, pp as in nappy and a as in above.’
Game Tips and Variations
Students can also make up their own name cards with unique versions of their names,  eg Jaime – /Dge /a /mb /ea / or /G /a /m /e /.

Players:  
Whole Class

Aim of the Game
Students take turns to write graphemes in Word Strips to spell words.
What You’ll Need
a copy of BLM WSS per pair and a list of words

How to Play
1  The first student writes the first grapheme for the first word in a box on BLM WSS. 2  The second student adds the second grapheme in the next box. 3  Students continue alternating, each adding a grapheme, until the word is finished. 4  The student who writes the last grapheme of a word, scores a point and starts off the second word in the list.

 r e t r ea t
     1     2     1     2     1     2  – The second student scores a point and starts the next word.5  Students continue working down the list, scoring a point for adding the last grapheme and then starting off the next word. When a word has one letter or letter group representing two sounds, such as the x in approximate, each student takes one sound.
 a pp r o (k) (s) i m a te
      1     2     1     2    1      2     1     2    1     2   
6  The winner is the student with the most points at the end. 

Word Strip Pairs
Players:  
Pairs

BLM WSS  Word Strip Sheet
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You’ll also find extra activities for concepts 
in the Great Games section of the Teacher 
Book, not to mention the other fantastic 
resources available to students at Sound 
Waves Online. 

Week 
10

g,  gg,  gh,  gu, gue Pronouns (you and I, he and she, their colleagues 
and they)

Simple Sentences and Questions

Word Building and Parts of Speech

Comparison BLM T1

Synonyms

Similes (blind as a bat, flat as a tack/pancake etc)

Week 9 o,  a,  au Pronouns (I, mine, me, she, hers, he, his)

Simple Sentences and Questions

Synonyms BLM T1

Prefixes, Suffixes and Roots BLMs WL1–12, WL20

Singular and Plural BLM WL51

Tautologies

Comparison

Each concept listed in the Scope and Sequence document 
relates to an activity in the Student Book.
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grapheme word

Graph� e Chart1  Download BLM SLW8 or turn to page 80. 
Count the syllables and sounds in each List Word. 
Segment each List Word into graphemes.

2  Colour the graphemes for o  a  in the List Words.

3  Write any other letters that can represent o  a  on the 
Grapheme Chart. Write one word example for each. 

Li�  Wor� 
quarries
obsolete
obelisk
warranty
wantonly
odometer
optician
rhinoceros
voluntarily
popularise
apostrophe
obnoxious
quali cation
pomegranate
tautology
omnivore
oncologist
apocalypse
volcanology
incongruity
colonisation
opportunistic
omnipotent
omniscient
omnipresent
ostentatious
oesophagus
claustrophobic
archaeological
ophthalmology

Unit

9 o a orange   watch

4  Write pronouns I, me, mine, she, her and hers, to complete 
the sentences.   Turn to 13  on page 92. 

  Mum and  went to see an optician.  and  both 

needed new glasses.  chose red frames for .  

chose black frames for . The next week the optician’s receptionist rang 

to tell  and  that the glasses were ready. The optician had got 

confused. He handed glasses with red frames to both  and .

5  Add a full stop if the line of text is a complete, simple sentence. Add a question mark if the text 
asks a question that requires an answer.    Turn to 7  on page 90.

   Those archaeological sites were quarries until ancient artefacts were found there

 Has the warranty on the broken television set expired

 Does an odometer measure speed or distance 

  I don’t know whether to study to get a qualification in volcanology or ophthalmology

 Would an omnivore eat a pomegranate

 The obnoxious hooligans wantonly desecrated the ineffably beautiful obelisk

 Why the manufacturers made that popular car obsolete is a mystery to me

  6 Circle the best synonym for the first word in each column. Use your dictionary or a thesaurus.

  

oesophagus omniscient omnipotent obsolete warranty wantonly qualification
trachea studying almighty outdated policeman wishfully limitation
gullet knowledgeable unpleasant workable licence brazenly amount
larynx unknowing ominous modern guarantee shamefully credentials

  

ostentatious omnipresent opportunistic incongruity apocalypse obnoxious voluntarily
flamboyant everywhere fortunate imitation decimation pleasant willingly

quiet nowhere motivated inconsistency celebration painful unhappily
popular claustrophobic strategic conformity accumulation irritating variously
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8  Colour each singular word in the lists with its plural form in the Word Search the same colour. Use BLM WL51 to help. 
Circle the one word in the lists that has no plural version in the Word Search.

9  Cross out the unnecessary words in these tautological statements.
  A tautology is an unnecessary, repeated use of words or phrases that have a similar meaning.

 The oncologist’s obsolete equipment was replaced because it was out of date.
 The apocalypse that would destroy the entire world was predicted to occur in six months time.
  Ophthalmologists, trained in eye diseases, are doctors who treat people with eye diseases.
  Claustrophobic people have a fear of enclosed spaces and don’t like being in small places like 

lifts and aeroplanes.
 Your oesophagus is the food tube from your mouth to your stomach down which food flows. 
  Some people, who like to be seen in the media, behave flamboyantly and ostentatiously to attract attention.

10  Cross out the incorrect words in these comparative sentences.

 Penguins live in colonies in some of the more colder regions on our planet.
  Some people are more/most opportunistic than others in advancing themselves in their professions.
  The incongruity of wearing your most thickest fur coat while visiting Equatorial countries is incomprehensible.
 Omnivores probably eat less/least meat than carnivores as they also eat plant food.

7  Write List Words to match the following information. Use the Prefix, Suffix and Roots Word Lists (BLMs WL1–12, WL20).

prefix meaning root meaning suffix meaning List Word

ancient study of relating to

not to agree, conform state of

towards to harm, be painful full of

all, everywhere powerful, almighty having the quality of

all, everywhere to devour (plants, flesh)

all, everywhere to know having the quality of

o e s k s i l e b o e s o p h a g u s e s

p u s r e n n u r w a r r a n t i e s s e

t p p i s a f o w p o m e g r a n a t e s

i h e s p h i c d e v b c u p f u l s i o

c e c e y z l r r o p a p a r a z z i r r

i n t i l f u n g i m i t i f f a r g r e

a o r c a x m z r j s e r o v i n m o a c

n m a e c r i p a i r e t i r c q l l u o

s e h p o r t s o p a s s e r s b y o q n

a n e s p z s e s e i t i u r g n o c n i

q a q u a l i f i c a t i o n s h f n b h

o w p z a v o c a d o s e o n a c l o v r

paparazzo quarry            
apostrophe  obelisk 
odometer optician 
rhinoceros warranty 
qualification avocado 
pomegranate omnivore 
apocalypse oncologist 
incongruity criterion       
oesophagus spectrum 
phenomenon  crisis 
stimulus radius 
graffito fungus 
runner-up   cupful  
passer-by species 
volcano 
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Advice on how to teach the concept is given in the Teacher 
Book, along with the answers to the activity.

50 51Sound Waves 7 Teacher Book ISBN 978 1 74135 232 0

Unit 9  Ideas Pages

Explore the Sound
Warm Up  
What are My Phonemes?
Students write as many words as 
possible that have a given grapheme 
representing different sounds.  
Use: a (ant, any, watch, baby, ask, 
wall, Mary, pizza); e (egg, me, bucket);  
i (igloo, tiger, dolphin, machine) and 
o (orange photo, story, love, one, do, 
wolf, person).

Identify the Sound 
Missing Phonemes (Fruit)
Display Sound Cards representing the 
sounds for the following fruit names, 
with one card omitted: r ckmelon,  
ol ve, apri ot, q andong, range. List 
the words on the board as students 
identify the missing phonemes and 
supply the appropriate graphemes. 
Students then identify the common 
phoneme in all words – o  a .

Brainstorming
Students brainstorm words with o  a , 
preceded by each of the consonant 
graphemes in the order they appear 
on the Teaching Chart – bottle, 
Kosovo, conference, cholera, dollar, 
forestry, phonics... List the words on 
charts and display in the classroom. 
Encourage students to add to the lists 
during the week.

Explore the List Words
Play Find a Word  
Students find a List Word that:

1  has o  a  twice         
2 has 12 sounds     
3 has o  a  as the 6th sound  
4  has the letters xi for 

k c q ck x(ks) ch  sh ch ti ci  
5  was built from the Latin 

Root omnis meaning all 
6  was built from volunteer; 

popular; warrant; congruity; 
colony

7  can mean stone mines;  
one-horned animal; unrestrained; 
fruit; monument; measuring 
device for distance travelled; 
study of volcanoes; one who 
measures eyesight; punctuation 
mark; tube from mouth to 
stomach; violent event; showing 
off; unnecessary repetition of 
words; out of date

Use BLM FW8 to set this activity as an independent or  
homework task for students.
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grapheme word

Graphem e Chart1  
Download BLM SLW8 or turn to page 80. 
Count the syllables and sounds in each List Word. 
Segment each List Word into graphemes.

2  
Colour the graphemes for 

o  a  in the List Words.

3  
Write any other letters that can represent 

o  a  on the 
Grapheme Chart. Write one word example for each. 

List  Words 
quarries
obsolete
obelisk
warranty
wantonly
odometer
optician
rhinoceros
voluntarily
popularise
apostrophe
obnoxious
qualifi cation
pomegranate
tautology
omnivore
oncologist
apocalypse
volcanology
incongruity
colonisation
opportunistic
omnipotent
omniscient
omnipresent
ostentatious
oesophagus
claustrophobic
archaeological
ophthalmology

Unit

9 o a orange   watch

4  Write pronouns I, me, mine, she, her and hers, to complete 
the sentences.   Turn to 13  on page 92. 

  Mum and  went to see an optician.  and  both 

needed new glasses.  chose red frames for .  

chose black frames for . The next week the optician’s receptionist rang 

to tell  and  that the glasses were ready. The optician had got 

confused. He handed glasses with red frames to both  and .

5  Add a full stop if the line of text is a complete, simple sentence. Add a question mark if the text 
asks a question that requires an answer.    Turn to 7  on page 90.

   Those archaeological sites were quarries until ancient artefacts were found there

 Has the warranty on the broken television set expired

 Does an odometer measure speed or distance 

  I don’t know whether to study to get a qualification in volcanology or ophthalmology

 Would an omnivore eat a pomegranate

 The obnoxious hooligans wantonly desecrated the ineffably beautiful obelisk

 Why the manufacturers made that popular car obsolete is a mystery to me

  6 Circle the best synonym for the first word in each column. Use your dictionary or a thesaurus.

  

oesophagus omniscient omnipotent obsolete warranty wantonly qualification
trachea studying almighty outdated policeman wishfully limitation
gullet knowledgeable unpleasant workable licence brazenly amount
larynx unknowing ominous modern guarantee shamefully credentials

  

ostentatious omnipresent opportunistic incongruity apocalypse obnoxious voluntarily
flamboyant everywhere fortunate imitation decimation pleasant willingly

quiet nowhere motivated inconsistency celebration painful unhappily
popular claustrophobic strategic conformity accumulation irritating variously
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Meaning and Pronunciation
Make a Dictionary Chart 
Each student will be the class expert for an allocated 
List Word. They make a small chart with their word and 
its dictionary meanings. The words should be presented 
to the class on Monday before students start their 
Student Book activities, then pinned on the wall for 
reference purposes during the week.

Write Platypus Sentences 
Students write a Platypus Sentence for the word they 
have explored on their Dictionary Chart. For example:

•  Our television became platypus when a new  
televising system was introduced.

Teacher numbers the Platypus Sentences and displays 
them around the room. Students identify and record 
numbered answers during the week.

Step 1

au	 claustrophobic	

I IShe
She
mine

her me
her me

?
?

?

hers I

.

.
.
.
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Mark and Discuss
Review and discuss key concepts. 
Revisit the checklist on the Weekly 
Overview page to see if you have 
missed anything.

Dictation with Grammar  
and Punctuation 
Dictate the following sentences for 
students to write down. See page 12 
for notes on how to conduct this 
activity. Mark and discuss as a group.

•  Was that opportunistic optician 
excessively ostentatious in his 
presentation for the job?

•  It would be an incongruity for a 
claustrophobic person to apply for 
an underground archaeological 
position.

•  The obnoxious rhinoceros wantonly 
destroyed the ants’ colonisation of 
the dead tree stumps.

Step 3

Working with Words
Unit 9 Focus

Graphemes 
o, a, au
Concepts 
Pronouns
Simple Sentences and Questions
Synonyms
Prefixes, Suffixes & Roots
Singular and Plural
Tautologies
Comparison

Activity 4 Pronouns  
Read Helpful Hint 13  on page 92 of the 
Student Book with the class. Ask students 
for sentence examples demonstrating 
correct pronoun use before verbs and 
after verbs and prepositions. Write the 
students’ examples on the board and 
discuss them as a class.

Activity 6 Synonyms
Explore synonyms for the List Words. List 
these on the board. Play Synonym Bingo 
with the words on the board. Use BLM T1. 
See game instructions on page 183. 

Activity 7  
Prefixes, Suffixes and Roots  
Review the Prefix, Suffix and Root Word 
Lists (BLMs WL1–12, WL20). Give 
students some prefix, root and suffix 
meanings and have them identify the 
words, for example two, language, 
relating to – bilingual. Students can 
then work in pairs to provide meanings 
for the rest of the class to locate  
the word.

Activity 8 Singular and Plural  
Read through the words listed on 
BLM WL51. Discuss the plural forms 
of the List Words.

Activity 9 Tautologies  
Read the definition for a tautology 
below the Activity 9 instructions. 
Ask students for some examples of 
tautological statements, for example 
blue coloured car, free gift,  
new innovation.
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8  Colour each singular word in the lists with its plural form in the Word Search the same colour. Use BLM WL51 to help. 
Circle the one word in the lists that has no plural version in the Word Search.

9  Cross out the unnecessary words in these tautological statements.
  A tautology is an unnecessary, repeated use of words or phrases that have a similar meaning.

 The oncologist’s obsolete equipment was replaced because it was out of date.
 The apocalypse that would destroy the entire world was predicted to occur in six months time.
  Ophthalmologists, trained in eye diseases, are doctors who treat people with eye diseases.
  Claustrophobic people have a fear of enclosed spaces and don’t like being in small places like 

lifts and aeroplanes.
 Your oesophagus is the food tube from your mouth to your stomach down which food flows. 
  Some people, who like to be seen in the media, behave flamboyantly and ostentatiously to attract attention.

10  Cross out the incorrect words in these comparative sentences.

 Penguins live in colonies in some of the more colder regions on our planet.
  Some people are more/most opportunistic than others in advancing themselves in their professions.
  The incongruity of wearing your most thickest fur coat while visiting Equatorial countries is incomprehensible.
 Omnivores probably eat less/least meat than carnivores as they also eat plant food.

7  Write List Words to match the following information. Use the Prefix, Suffix and Roots Word Lists (BLMs WL1–12, WL20).

prefix meaning root meaning suffix meaning List Word

ancient study of relating to

not to agree, conform state of

towards to harm, be painful full of

all, everywhere powerful, almighty having the quality of

all, everywhere to devour (plants, flesh)

all, everywhere to know having the quality of

o e s k s i l e b o e s o p h a g u s e s

p u s r e n n u r w a r r a n t i e s s e

t p p i s a f o w p o m e g r a n a t e s

i h e s p h i c d e v b c u p f u l s i o

c e c e y z l r r o p a p a r a z z i r r

i n t i l f u n g i m i t i f f a r g r e

a o r c a x m z r j s e r o v i n m o a c

n m a e c r i p a i r e t i r c q l l u o

s e h p o r t s o p a s s e r s b y o q n

a n e s p z s e s e i t i u r g n o c n i

q a q u a l i f i c a t i o n s h f n b h

o w p z a v o c a d o s e o n a c l o v r

paparazzo quarry            
apostrophe  obelisk 
odometer optician 
rhinoceros warranty 
qualification avocado 
pomegranate omnivore 
apocalypse oncologist 
incongruity criterion       
oesophagus spectrum 
phenomenon  crisis 
stimulus radius 
graffito fungus 
runner-up   cupful  
passer-by species 
volcano 
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Step 2

archaeological
incongruity
obnoxious
omnipotent
omnivore
omniscient
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Dictation Activities and Answers: Unit 9

If students are unable to identify all the parts of speech, start with the main verbs and nouns in simple sentences.
When students are competent with this, extend the activity to identify the noun or pronoun that is the subject for the 
verb. Gradually introduce the more complex parts of speech.
Read Helpful Hints on pages 90, 91 and 92. 

o  a
 Spelling and Punctuation

1.   Dictate the following sentences for students to record.
• Was that opportunistic optician excessively ostentatious in his presentation for the job?
• It would be an incongruity for a claustrophobic person to apply for an underground archaeological position.
• The obnoxious rhinoceros wantonly destroyed the ants’ colonisation of the dead tree stumps.

2.  Write the sentences on the board.

3.  Mark and discuss the spelling and punctuation with students.

Grammar

Ask students to:

1. Underline the verb group.
2.  Write: a above all articles, n above all nouns, pn above all pronouns, adj above all adjectives, adv above all adverbs, 

prep above prepositions, pp above participles, inf above infinitives and conj above conjunctions, where they apply.
3. Circle the main noun or pronoun that is the subject that works with the verb.
4. Draw a rectangle around the main noun or pronoun that is the object to which the verb refers, if there is an object.
5.  Draw a curved line under phrases beginning with prepositions.
Mark and discuss with students.

adj adj n adv adj prep pn n prep a n

Was that opportunistic optician excessively ostentatious in his presentation for the job?

pn

would be

a n prep a adj n inf

It an incongruity for a claustrophobic person to apply

prep a adj adj n

for an underground archaeological position.

a adj n adv a adj n

The obnoxious rhinoceros wantonly destroyed the ants’ colonisation

prep a adj adj n

of the dead tree stumps.

These are complemented by the 
BLM activities available online. The 
answers are even provided for you.
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Year 7 Weekly View

Sound Week/Unit Graphemes Focus Concepts Black Line Masters

Getting 
Started

Week 1 The first week of every year is used to refresh and develop the building blocks of the phonemic approach to spelling.  
Carefully constructed activities are used to revise and develop understanding of the 43 sounds of Australian English.  
Students explore phonemes, graphemes, sound blends, sound boxes and how to segment words.

Week 2 b,  bb Compound Words

Word Building BLMs WL1–12

Parts of Speech BLMs WL6–12

Prefix ab (abscond, absolve, abstain, abolish, abdicate, 
abnormal)

BLMs WL13–47

Using a Dictionary

Week 3 a Subject/Verb/Object Relationship Roots (identifying verbs, 
subjects and objects)

Prefix ad (adversary, adaptation, advocacy, adoptive, adamant, 
administering, adhering, 

BLMs WL14, WL1

Correct Word Usage (affect/effect) 

Word Families

Week 4 k,  c,  q,  ck,  x(ks),  ch,   
cq  cc

Subject/Verb Relationship

Subject/Verb Agreement (meets/meet, is/are)

Word Building

Prefixes ac and acq (accelerator, accessible, accomplice, 
accumulation, acquiesce, acquaintance) 

BLMs WL6–12, WL15, WL1

Synonyms

Correct Word Usage (practice/practise, accept/except, effect/
affect, dependent/dependant, principal/principle, scared/
scarred, licences/licenses, affection/affectation)

Week 5 e,  ea,  a,  eo Verb/Subject/Object Identification

Compound Verbs

Word Building

Parts of Speech

Synonyms 

Comparison (great/greater, strong/stronger, hard/harder, 
clever/cleverer, large/larger, lively/livelier, long/longer)

Correct Word Usage (of/have, gone/went)

Week 6 d,  dd Subject/Verb Agreement BLM WL48

Verb Tense (verbs in both past and present tense: broaden, 
adopt, endeavour, damage, worry, declare, develop, deteriorate, 
despise, idolise, discriminate)

Word Building

Roots (cernere, clarus, daimon, damnare, debitum, decorus, 
wyrgan, despicari, deterior, debere, idea, fatigare, ferre, 
humidus, idios, breit, linquere, hals, pendere, plessein, sacer, 
sperare, voluper)

BLM WL17

Using a Dictionary

Week 7 i,  y,  e Subject/Verb Agreement

Simple Sentences

Word Building

Prefixes (in meaning into, in meaning not, ab meaning off, away, 
from, down and quin meaning five)

Comparison 

Adjectives (more/most)

Past Tense BLMs WL53 and WL54
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Year 7 Weekly View

Sound Week/Unit Graphemes Focus Concepts Black Line Masters

Week 8 f,  ff,  ph, ffe Infinitives (to drive, to look, to build, to sit, to mop, to endure,  
to use)

Simple Sentences

Parts of Speech

Comparison

Roots (theasthai, pharmakon, diphthera, frivolus, bene facere, 
traffico, philosophia, facere, effari, ferox, feroc, philanthropos, 
strephein, chauffer)

BLM WL19

Correct Word Usage (choir/quire, complement/compliment, 
continual/continuous, former/latter/later, allusive/elusive)

Week 9 o,  a,  au Pronouns (I, mine, me, she, hers, he, his)

Simple Sentences and Questions

Synonyms BLM T1

Prefixes, Suffixes and Roots BLMs WL1–12, WL20

Singular and Plural BLM WL51

Tautologies

Comparison

Week 10 g,  gg,  gh,  gu, gue Pronouns (you and I, he and she, their colleagues and they)

Simple Sentences and Questions

Word Building and Parts of Speech

Comparison BLM T1

Synonyms

Similes (blind as a bat, flat as a tack/pancake etc)

Week 11 u,  o Pronouns (you and me, him and her, them and us, Peter and me, 
Mum and me)

BLM WL50

Verb Agreement (occur/s, fluctuate/s, encompass/es, 
enunciate/s, bludgeon/s)

Word Building

Correct Word Usage (fewer/less)

Contractions

Using a Dictionary

Week 12 h,  wh;

j,  g,  ge,  dge,  di,  d

Pronouns (I, me, her, she, him, his, her, they, their) 

Infinitives (to be, to comprehend, to survive, to save, to suffer,  
to migrate, to live, to work)

Prefixes and Word Origins (coherent, homogenous, hypothermia, 
hypersensitive, hydroelectric, haemophilia)

Parts of Speech

Verb Tense (allege, alleges, alleging, alleged) BLMs WL53 and WL54

Suffixes BLMs WL6–12

Week 13 ai,  ay,  a_e,  a,  ée Articles a and an (with list words: inoculation, insatiable, 
ingratiating, invasive, irradiation, alleged, allegiance, emergent, 
originality, exigency, aghast, immigrant, egotistical, ignoramus, 
antagonistic)

BLM T1

Contractions (he’s, he’ll, he’d, it’ll, it’s, isn’t, don’t, can’t, there’s, 
who’s, where’s, you’re, there’ll, would’ve, they’re)

Suffixes (ate, ation, atory, ator)

Tautologies

Antonyms, Affixes and Roots BLMs WL1–12, WL24

Verb Parts 

Verb Tense
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Week 14 l,  ll Articles a and an (with list words: allergic, villainy, privileged, 
unpopular, exemplary, categorical, ideological, allegiance, 
elliptical, irrelevance, mellifluous, insubstantial, indelibly, 
mercantile, nonchalant)

Subjects

Parts of Speech

Idioms (and idiomatic sayings, for example: a piece of cake)

Collective Nouns (wreath, fleet, clump, horde, convoy, plague, 
troupe, galaxy, constellation, caravan, gaggle, volley, string, pod, 
wad, orchestra, choir, congregation)

Roots

Week 15 ee,  e,  ea,  y,  ey,  ei,  ie, 
i,  e_e

Article (the)

Adjectives

Parts of Speech (adjective, noun, verb)

Simple Sentences and Questions 

Word Origins 

Synonyms and Antonyms (with list words: seize, meagre, 
officiate, medieval, delirious, dexterity, exigent, mediocrity, 
contravene and orientation) 

Similes

Week 16 m,  mm,  mb Articles (those that precede words beginning with vowel sounds: 
an and the, and those that precede words beginning with 
consonant sounds: a and the)

Subject/Verb Agreement BLM WL49

Word Building

Singular and Plural 

Suffixes

Comparison

Oxymorons

Week 17 i_e,  y,  igh,  i,  ie Nouns

Adjectives and Pronouns

Tense

Roots BLMs WL13–47

Contractions

Correct Word Usage

Idioms

Synonyms

Antonyms (penalise, parasite, decisive, exemplify, patronise, 
certifiable, plagiarise, malign, insightful, entirety, irreconcilable, 
prioritise)

Week 18 n,  nn,  kn,  gn; 

ng,  n

Pronouns BLM WL50

Parts of Speech

Prefixes, Suffixes and Roots BLMs WL1–2, WL29

Comparison BLM T1

Synonyms and Antonyms 

Spoonerisms
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Week 19 oa,  o_e,  ow,  o,  eau,  au Vocabulary

Singular and Plural BLM WL51

Prefixes, Suffixes and Roots BLMs WL1–12, WL30

Writing Questions

Pronouns

Week 20 p,  pp; 

r,  rr,  wr,  ar

Word Building

Prefixes, Suffixes (al – relating to, able and ible – capable of,  
ant and ent – having the quality of)

Roots BLMs WL1–12, WL31

Subject/Verb Agreement

Synonyms BLM WSS

Tautologies

Week 21 ar,  a,  is Articles (a, an, the (thuh), the (thee))

Tense

Roots BLM WL32

Synonyms Comparison

Correct Word Usage (of, have, gone, went)

Collective Nouns

Week 22 s,  ss,  se,  ce,  x(ks),  c,   
sc,  ps

Adjectives BLMs WL6–12

Word Building

Infinitives

Correct Word Usage

Prefixes

Suffixes

Roots BLMs WL1–12, WL33

Week 23 ir, ur, or, er, our, eur Parts of Speech

Adverbs BLM WL34

Prefixes (per, im, re, super, e, de, di, dis, dys, in, ig, ir, im, non, 
mal, un)

Word Meanings

Writing Questions 

Oxymorons BLMs WL1–12, WL34

Week 24 t,  tt,  tte,  te Parts of Speech

Adverbs BLM WL35

Subjects

Word Building

Suffixes

Word Meanings BLMs WL1–12, WL35

Synonyms

Antonyms

Spoonerisms
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Week 25 or,  ore,  a,  aw,  au,  augh, 
ort,  o,  ar,  our

Adjectival Phrases

Subject/Verb Agreement

Suffixes

Correct Word Usage 

Comparison

Roots 

Idioms

Week 26 v,  ve;  
w,  wh,  u,  o

Adjectival Phrases

Prefixes BLMs WL1–12, WL37

Suffixes

Roots 

Tense

Word Building BLMs WL6–12

Synonyms

Week 27 oo,  u,  ou Adjectival Phrases BLM WL38

Questions

Compound Words

Vocabulary

Week 28 y,  u(yoo),  i,  e(ye),  o(yuh), 
eu(yoo)

Adverbial Phrases

Pronouns

Adjectives

Word Building

Contractions

Suffixes

Synonyms BLM T1

Antonyms

Vocabulary

Week 29 oo,  ew,  ue,  u_e,  u,  ou,  
ui,  ewe,  o

Adverbial Phrases 

Pronouns

Adjectives

Prefixes BLMs WL40, WL1–12

Suffixes

Roots

Tautologies

Synonyms

Word Families

Week 30 z,  zz,  s,  se,  x,  x(gz);  

s,  si,  ge,  z,  x(gzh)

Adverbial Phrases 

Subject/Verb Agreement

Grapheme x

Pronouns BLM WL50

Vocabulary
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Week 31 ou, ow, au, o, oub, ough Adjectival Phrases

Adverbial Phrases

Parts of Speech

Synonyms

Correct Word Usage

Simple Sentences and Questions

Ambiguous Headlines

Week 32 ch,  tch,  ci,  c,  che,  t,  ti; 

sh,  ch,  ti,  ci,  s,  che,  ss,  
sc,  si,  ce,  ssi,  sci,  c

Compound Verbs

Prefixes

Suffixes BLMs WL6–12

Roots

Synonyms BLM T1

Malapropisms

Week 33 oy,  oi,  eu; 

eer,  ear,  ier,  e,  ea,  ee,  
ere

Vocabulary BLMs WL1–12, WL44

Adjectives

Nouns

Week 34 th; 

th, the

Vocabulary BLMs WL1–12, WL45

Adverbs

Adjectives

Infinitives

Singular and Plural BLMs WL11, T1

Week 35 air,  are,  a,  ae,  aire,   
ayo, ea

Pronouns

Suffixes BLMs WL1–12

Parts of Speech

Synonyms BLMs WL46, T1

Ambiguous Headlines

Prefixes

Roots

Week 36 er,  ar,  or,  a,  e,  i,  o,  u,  
ou,  m(uhm)

Correct Word Usage

Ambiguous Headlines

Tautologies

Vocabulary


